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“There’s no such thing as the perfect car. But we 

engineers have to do our utmost to achieve it.” 

These words by Ferry Porsche are still the bedrock 

of our business today – because it’s the art of 

engineering that enables us to constantly advance 

our technologies.

Genetic Code: Engineering.
The ardent art of engineering.
The Porsche Boxster and Porsche 911.

Awe.
The new 911 GT2 RS.

The lightweight revolution.
The Porsche 911 GT1 98.
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Further themes: 

Porsche Motorsport.

The 911 GT3 R Hybrid.

Porsche Design Driver’s Selection.

The Golf Collection.

Porsche Carrera Cup Asia.

Exhilarating action continues in Rounds 3 – 6.

Porsche News Singapore.

Keep yourself up-to-date with the latest news and 

events in Singapore.

Porsche Intelligent Performance.
Right down the line.

Dear Friends of Porsche,

In the beginning at Porsche… were ideas, concepts 

and principles. Developed by the founder after whom 

the company is named: Dr. Ing. h.c. Ferdinand 

Porsche. We venerate tradition, including our own, 

and are still beholden to our founder today – and 

to his academic title as a doctor of engineering. 

For this reason, “Dr. Ing.” is a part of our company 

name, a signpost for the philosophy of our engineers 

that performance is nothing without intelligence.

All the unique qualities of Porsche are encapsulated 

in this abbreviation of the title of “Engineer”. It’s a 

constituent of our genetic code. In this edition we 

present two key genes in our DNA: Boxster and 911.

We also introduce the world of extremes. The most 

powerful series-produced Porsche ever built: the 

new 911 GT2 RS. Delivering 620 hp and a top speed 

of 330 km/h, in a strictly limited production run of 

500. Statistics that inspire one primary emotion: 

awe. The performance of the 911 GT2 RS has its 

roots in a principle that we call Porsche Intelligent 

Performance.

Yet Porsche Intelligent Performance is nothing 

new. In fact, it’s actually the essence distilled from 

60 years of sports car production. Such as the 

911 GT1, with which Porsche continued its success 

story by winning the 1998 Le Mans 24-Hour Race.

Are you proud to be a Porsche-driving devotee of 

motor sports? In this edition we present accessories 

from Porsche Tequipment, enabling you to continue 

upgrading your personal 911 GT3 or 911 GT3 RS. 

Catch up on the latest motorsport action with 

the continuation of the Porsche Carrera Cup Asia 

Rounds 3 & 4 held in Beijing in May, and Rounds 5 

& 6 held in Zhuhai in June. 

And finally, find out the latest news and happenings 

in Singapore.

Enjoy reading!

Karsono Kwee

Executive Chairman



the 550 Spyder into one of the most successful

racing cars of its time – and one that’s lost none 

of its fascination today. Mid-engine, lightweight 

construction, low centre of gravity: a true roadster. 

But also proof of our engineers’ passion for making 

the very most out of what they are given. A principle 

that’s embedded in the DNA of all our vehicles:

Porsche Intelligent Performance.

Genetic Code: Engineering

The Porsche Boxster.

Reinventing oneself without obliterating personality. 

Pushing boundaries without breaking with tradition. 

Remaining true to oneself while outperforming 

expectations. How do you square this circle? By 

going back to the roots and the genes. The Boxster 

is based on a concept that had already transformed 

Looking purposefully to the future – without 
forgetting our genetic heritage.
It is the art of engineering that enables us to constantly advance our technologies. It’s no coincidence 
that the academic title of “engineer” has been part of our company name since our foundation by 
Dr. Ing. h.c. Ferdinand Porsche. Since those beginnings, we have pledged to continue advancing 
the ideas, concepts and principles of our eponymous founder. Over 60 years of Porsche ideas thus 
furnish the proof that every innovation is based on a successful tradition – and sports design only 
makes sense when form follows function. When it does, the fascination of Porsche becomes
reality and the spotlight turns to our genetic code: Engineering.
Our DNA is particularly apparent in two concepts: Boxster and 911. Two series that blend tradition 
and progress.

The 911 range demonstrates the principle of 

Porsche Intelligent Performance in multi-faceted 

ways. They reflect our ideal of a sports car that 

unites opposites. Sportiness and comfort. Function 

and design. Yet every model is self-sufficient, 

standing for itself. 

We pay attention to the personal requirements 

of our customers. For some, it’s all about purism, 

lightweight construction, the pristine sports 

car feeling – like the 911 Carrera. For others, 

performance is the key, so they focus on the “S”. 

Some expect the maximum traction – delivered by 

our all-wheel-drive models. Yet others prize open-

top driving above all else – classically sporty in a 

911 Cabriolet, or with assured individualism in a 

911 Targa 4.

What all models have in common? Efficiency, 

performance, sportiness. Virtues that stand for 

the original sports car feeling. And the intelligent 

inspirations of our engineers. Our genetic code. 

Dr. Ing.  

The Boxster models implement this principle in a 

number of ways. Take the direct fuel injection (DFI) 

which is standard in the Boxster S. Or the optional 

Porsche PDK double-clutch transmission, or the 

advanced Porsche Stability Management (PSM). 

All in all, highly advanced technology that rewrites 

all the rules. For roadsters. But also for drivers. 

Creating a pure, open Porsche that stands for 

uncompromising sportiness.

The Porsche 911.

Building sports cars? We’re not the only ones. But 

just what is it that makes a sports car a Porsche 

911? The classic design, for one thing; but also the 

groundbreaking technology under the bonnet. The 

efficiency of the engines. For low fuel consumption 

and emissions. In a nutshell, we focused on essentials. 

On our genetic heritage.



The technology. 

Some statistics create amazement. Others 

inspire awe. The water-cooled 6-cylinder bi-turbo 

flat engine with 4-valve design, variable turbine 

geometry (VTG) and VarioCam Plus delivers its 

power from the rear axle, producing a mighty 

456 kw (620 hp) at 6,500 rpm from its 3.6-litre 

cubic capacity. Maximum torque of 700 Nm is 

available from 2,250 rpm – that’s 90 hp and 20 

Nm more than the 911 GT2. The RS goes from 

0 to 100 km/h in a mere 3.5 s, hits 200 km/h in 

only 9.8 s and 300 km/h in just 28.9 s. Maximum 

boost pressure is not reached until speeds of 330 

km/h. The power-to-weight ratio that is critical to 

performance at this level is only 2.21 kg per hp.

The conclusion: no series-production Porsche has 

ever inspired so much awe. Or clocked up a faster 

lap time for the North Loop at Nürburgring.

7:18 minutes says it all. 

The credit for this enhanced performance goes

primarily to Porsche Intelligent Performance. An

efficiency principle at the heart of every Porsche, 

it’s the driving force behind processes such 

as sophisticated lightweight construction. This 

principle enables the 911 GT2 RS to tip the scales 

at 70 kg less than the 911 GT2.

Awe. The companion you need when you’re 
pushing the envelope. The new 911 GT2 RS.
Not a muscle too few. Not an ounce too many. No more than 500 of each model produced. The most 
powerful series-production Porsche ever. Reservations? None. Doubts? Never. Dread? No way. Our 
engineers were gripped by a single emotion: awe. Before embarking on their task. But most of all 
upon completing it. An emotion that’s always there. Every metre, every second.

The new 911 GT2 RS

1)  Provisional data only; official data unavailable at the time of publi-
cation. Official final values are available from your Porsche Centre/
dealer.

2)  The data presented was recorded using the 80/1268/EC test procedure 
in the version valid at the time of going to press. This data was not 
recorded on one individual vehicle, does not constitute part of the offer 
and is provided solely for the purposes of comparison between the 
respective models. For more information on individual vehicles, please 
contact your Porsche Centre. Fuel consumption measured on standard 
specification vehicles. Special features may influence fuel consumption 
and driving performance.

Technical specifications1), 2)  911 GT2 RS
Acceleration 0 - 100 km/h 3.5 s
Top speed in km/h 330 km/h
Total consumption in I/100 km 11.9
CO2 emissions in g/km 284

The design.

The design of the new 911 GT2 RS, too, sends a 

clear message. More powerful than ever before. And 

power is a hard taskmaster. The chassis was thus 

aerodynamically streamlined to optimise cooling and 

downforce; its large air intakes maximise ventilation 

for the central radiator and front brake units. The air 

outlet in front of the carbon luggage compartment 

lid channels the air from the central radiator upwards 

over the vehicle, boosting the high downforce on the 

front axle for improved road-holding.

Stunning: the front wings are 26 mm wider, giving a 

12-mm greater toe angle and the space to use wide 

tyres. The 19-inch GT2 RS wheels with central locking 

feature a white-gold metallic finish. Bold: the “GT2 RS” 

logo in black. Impressive: the rear end with carbon 

centre section. The carbon spoiler on the fixed rear 

wing has a 10mm-higher lip to maximise vehicle 

stability. All in all: a cW value of only 0.34. Plus 

downforce on the front and rear axles for improved 

road-holding, higher directional stability and superb 

handling.

A car that demands the ultimate from its driver.  

Stamina. Courage. Skill. Unceasingly. But only one 

thing is essential: awe. 

Find out more about the 911 GT2 RS at: www.porsche.com



The Porsche 911 GT1 98

Lightweight revolution:
The Porsche 911 GT1 98.

On 23 February, Porsche works driver Bob Wollek fired up the six-cylinder turbo engine on its first roll-out 

in Weissach. While the first two generations of the GT1 had still incorporated the front end of the series 

vehicle (993), Porsche now debuted a carbon-fibre monocoque shell. With this feature plus further details 

such as a lighter-weight battery and alternator, the weight of the new 911 GT1 98 was slashed to around 

950 kg – savings of 100 kg.

As further advantages, the new monocoque design offered increased rigidity and optimised aerodynamics 

plus significantly modified weight distribution. The rigid monocoque and new front end were now able to 

accommodate the 100-litre safety tank between the rear wall of the cockpit and the engine – a standard 

design feature in Formula 1 racing cars, which here enabled the wheelbase to be extended to 2700 mm. 

After further weeks of work in the wind tunnel, changes were made to the chassis dimensions, resulting in a 

length of 4.89 m (+ 20 cm), width of 1.99 m (+ 5 cm), and height of 1.14 m (- 3 cm). Both the aerodynamic 

balance and total downforce were improved as a result.

A host of details were also changed in the 3.2-litre six-cylinder flat engine. The goal was already set for lower 

weight, greater endurance, lower consumption. The twin-turbo engine pumped out 550 hp (400 kW) at 7,200 rpm 

and delivered maximum torque of 630 Nm at 4,250 revs. A triple-disc carbon-fibre clutch transferred propulsion 

forces to the sequential 6-gear transmission.

But driver performance also played a significant role. The Porsche works drivers Bob Wollek, Yannick Dalmas 

and Allan McNish were responsible for most of the testing and development. A “semi-works team” from 

As Norbert Singer and his team of Porsche engineers returned from Le Mans in 1997, they had  
already begun to work on the new GT1 for 1998. In the autumn of that year, they pooled all the  
experiences they had gained from the 1996 and 1997 race seasons to create an all-new 911 GT1.

Zackspeed was also brought in from a very early stage to provide support for the works staff.

The climax of the development phase, anticipated so tensely by all those involved, was the 24-hour Le Mans 

race in 1998 where the new GT1 would have to win its spurs. As so often happens, an all-new Porsche 

racing car came out on top. At the company’s 50th anniversary Posche notched up double successes at the 

classic race along the Sarthe, and received the best birthday present it could wish for thanks to Stephane 

Ortelli, Laurent Aiello, Allan McNish and Jörg Müller, Uwe Alzen and Bob Wollek.

Thanks to Porsche Intelligent Performance, even then the 911 GT1 98 already demonstrated Porsche’s  

perennial ability to combine elegant design, high function and racing chops into a successful entity. 



Bring your motor-racing passion to life. Every 
metre of the way. Tequipment motor sports 
accessories for the 911 GT3 and 911 GT3 RS.
At Porsche, we’ve integrated motor sports and racetracks into our development and test programmes 
from the outset. No other situation imposes tougher demands on vehicles and materials. The 
information we collect and the intelligent ideas that it inspires are applied to our entire range of 
products on an ongoing basis. The results include the new Porsche Tequipment range of motor sports 
accessories. Designed by the same motor sports engineers that build our racing cars and provide 
trackside support.

Porsche Tequipment

Titanium tailpipe.

This twin tailpipe is of ultra-light titanium. Its silver  

metallic finish turns bluish in colour when hot, 

creating that special motor-racing effect. Available 

for the 911 GT3 only.

Spoiler lip for rear wing in carbon 
(Gurney Flap). 

Ultra-(motor)-sporty: the rear-wing spoiler lip in carbon. 

A stunning detail that complements the dynamic 

image. Available for the 911 GT3 only.

Air collector intake in carbon  
(Ram Air).

Carbon. Light and rugged. Used in the Carrera 

GT. And in the two weight-optimised air collector 

intakes from the Porsche Tequipment range. These 

sophisticated technological features force additional 

air into the engine and engine compartment as 

speed increases. Available for the 911 GT3 only.

Find out more about Tequipment motor sports 
accessories for the 911 GT3 and 911 GT3 RS
at www.porsche.com/tequipment

19-inch GT3 wheels.

Racetrack feeling on the road with these titanium-finish 

19-inch GT3 wheels. Including central wheel bolt in 

anodised red finish. Rims can be used on the racetrack 

with your choice of tyres and exchanged for the 

standard wheel/rim combination for the way home. The 

ultimate in motor sports function, yet practical for daily 

road use. Available for the 911 GT3 and 911 GT3 RS.

Central wheel bolt in anodised
red finish

Rooted in motor sports, the red finish of this wheel 

bolt is used to indicate the direction of rotation for 

faster wheel changes - and to announce the driver’s 

passion for motor sports. Available for the 911 GT3 

and 911 GT3 RS.

Exterior mirrors in carbon.

Take a piece of the racetrack with you on the road 

with these carbon exterior mirrors. Sleek and sporty 

lines enhance the powerful visual impact of your 

911 GT3 or 911 GT3 RS. 



Golf Collection with new drive: The grass is 
greener with the Porsche Design Driver’s 
Selection.
The new Golf Collection from Porsche Design 
Driver’s Selection ensures you’re always  
well-equipped – and well-dressed – for fairways 
and greens.

Top-level sporting dynamism and exclusive styling is 

on offer in the Golf Collection from Porsche  

Design Driver’s Selection. Take the new Golf Bag, 

for example. This lightweight bag features a padded 

carrying system and automatic stand mechanism, 

plus a host of useful details like the three-ball ball-

drop pocket - a practical extra for your Titleist NXT 

Tour high-tech golf balls. These golf balls, featuring 

the Porsche logo, are designed for consistent long-

distance ball flight combined with spin-and-stop 

greenside control. The aluminium and steel golf  

trolley was redesigned as the perfect complement 

to the golf bag, to which the golf towel can be 

secured with a Porsche-logo snap hook. With three 

easy-run wheels, the trolley always manoeuvres 

smoothly and can be rapidly and compactly stowed 

away.

To ensure that showers can’t put a damper on your 

perfect drive, we recommend our waterproof sports 

jacket in dark grey GORE-TEX®. Designed in sports 

style, it provides optimum freedom of movement 

and can quickly be folded up compactly and stowed 

in the separate bag supplied when the sun comes 

out. Windproof, waterproof and breathable, the  

jacket is available for men and women.

Porsche Design Driver’s Selection online:
www.porsche.com/shop

Porsche Design Driver’s Selection

Golf Towel.
Velours front and terry towelling reverse. Large-

scale Porsche logo. With Porsche-logo snap hook 

for securing to golf bag. 100% cotton. In black/

grey. Dimensions: 52 (L) x 48 (W) cm.

WAP 080 064 19

Waterproof Golf Jacket in GORE-TEX®.
Windproof, waterproof and breathable with 

GORE-TEX® Paclite® shell and professional tape-

sealed seams. Sports style for optimum freedom 

of movement. Folds up extremely small and stows 

in separate bag. Two pockets in front section with 

waterproof zips. Waterproof front zip. Reflective 

piping on the front and back. Adjustable seam with 

cord stopper. Zipped pocket at the back. Rear yoke 

with ventilation. Reflective Porsche logo. 100% 

polyester with GORE-TEX® Paclite® membrane. Dark 

grey. Also available in tailored women’s cut. Made 

in Germany.

Women: WAP 550 XXX 19

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Men: WAP 549 XXX 19

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Golf Balls (NXT®Tour).
Set of three high-tech golf balls (Titleist NXT®Tour) with 

Porsche logo. Three-component design. New inter-

linked seam along the dimple mouldings. Consistent 

long-distance ball flight. Drop-and-Stop™ greenside 

control. Soft compression for outstanding feel

throughout play.

WAP 060 043 0B

Golf Trolley and Golf Bag.
Golf trolley: compact, light yet stable, the aluminium 

and steel trolley has three easy-run wheels. It is 

assembled in a moment and can be rapidly and 

compactly stowed away. Height-adjustable handle. 

With umbrella holder, scorecard holder and padded 

carry bag. Dimensions assembled: approx. 68 

(track width) x 126.5 (fully extended) cm. 

Dimensions stowed (in trolley bag): approx. 

73 (L) x 45 (W) x 20 (H) cm.

Golf Bag: Lightweight golf-bag with automatic stand 

mechanism. Designed for use with the Porsche Golf 

Trolley. Padded balanced carrying system, light weight 

and 7-way internal organiser system. Two large pok-

kets, detachable lined bag for valuables and insulated 

compartment for drinks. Ball-drop pocket for 3 balls, 

tee holder, pen and umbrella holders. Zip-up rain cover 

for easy access to clubs. Material: rugged nylon, 

polyurethane. Colour: black/white. 

Exterior dimensions:

approx. 28 (L) x 34 (W) x 90 (H) cm.

Golf Trolley: WAP 060 041 0B

Golf Bag: WAP 060 040 0B



Continuing their success in Round 4 at the 

Fascination Porsche weekend in Beijing, Menzel and 

Baird once again clinched first and second place in 

a race which saw the New Zealander challenging 

the German in the early stages, but never able to 

rattle him into making an error. 

However, the ‘Man of the Race’ award went to 

Japan’s Keita Sawa, racing with the new Porsche 

911 GT3 Cup car for the first time. Successfully 

charging through the field from 13th on the grid 

to grab the final podium spot from Team Jebsen’s 

Rodolfo Avila, the podium finish was the perfect 

ending to a challenging weekend. Said a satisfied 

Sawa, “I’m really happy to be on the podium!”

A strong showing was also put on in Class B, with 

points-leader Mok Weng Sun of Team PCS Racing 

dominating the top positions for Rounds 3 & 4. 

Series debutante Jean Marc Merlin of France also 

completed a brilliant run, clinching second place 

in both rounds. OpenRoad Racing’s Francis Tjia of 

Exhilarating action continues in the 
Porsche Carrera Cup Asia 2010.

Porsche Carrera Cup Asia 2010

Reigning Porsche Carrera Cup Asia champion 

Christian Menzel of Team StarChase extended 

his lead at the top of the overall standings as he 

proved unstoppable over Rounds 3 & 4 at the 

Beijing Goldenport International Circuit. However, 

the trackside battle for speed raged on in Rounds 

5 & 6 at Zhuhai International Circuit with an 

interesting turn of events.

Competition was intense during the races for 

both Rounds 3 & 4 which were held over the May 

21 – 23 weekend. A dramatic, shortened race 

in Round 3 saw Menzel get away well from pole 

position, holding the lead out of turn one with Team 

PCS Racing’s Craig Baird giving chase. Japan’s 

Keita Sawa, driving for LKM Racing Team held on 

to third, only to be dropped back down the field 

later due to a fuel pump problem. With Menzel and 

Baird maintaining their first and second positions 

respectively, it was Red Bull Racing’s Marchy Lee 

who clinched the coveted final podium position. 

The race was not without action, however. A Safety 

Car period on lap six, after Marcel Tjia of OpenRoad 

Racing spun off, closed up the field and diminished 

most of Menzel’s hard-earned advantage. Shortly 

after, an unfortunate incident in Lap 16 saw Hong 

Kong’s Jacky Yeung crash heavily into the tyre 

barrier, resulting in the race being red-flagged. 

Though unhurt, the race was deemed unsafe to 

continue without repairs and the results were 

declared under the elapsed time regulation. 

Hong Kong was third in Round 3, while Modena 

Motorsports’ Wayne Shen clinched the final podium 

spot in Round 4.

As the series moved on to Zhuhai’s International 

Circuit for Rounds 5 & 6, there was no shortage 

of action over the June 18 – 20 weekend. Marchy 

Lee took his first Porsche Carrera Cup Asia victory 

of the season, crossing the line with an impressive 

margin of 5.467 seconds over second placed Keita 

Sawa in Round 5.  

 The crowds were on their feet as Round 3 got off to an exhilarating start  Celebrating a well-deserved victory in Round 4, from L–R: runner-up Craig Baird, winner Christian Menzel and 2nd runner-up Keita Sawa

 Class B points leader Mok Weng Sun proved his mettle again in Round 4



Porsche Carrera Cup Asia 2010

In the action-packed 12-lap race, pole-sitter Rodolfo 

Avila, reigning champion and current points leader 

Christian Menzel, and Mok’s team mate Craig Baird, 

all failed to finish after a dramatic incident on the 

second lap which ended their race in the gravel. 

The youngest driver in the field at just 23, Avila 

was quick to hold up his hands and admit his error, 

“I think I was too eager and I shouldn’t have tried to 

make a move when I did. It was a mistake and one 

that I hope to never repeat again.”

As the weekend progressed, Lee’s hard work 

brought him his second victory of the 2010 

Porsche Carrera Cup Asia season, with a faultless 

lights-to-flag win in Round 6. Though plagued with 

challenges in the final three laps, Japan’s Keita 

Sawa was second to cross the line, with Christian 

Menzel hot on his heels in third. 

The action was also riveting in Class B as Mok 

Weng Sun, who has won every Class B race he 

has competed in this year, did not disappoint. The 

Singaporean scored two more consecutive wins 

in Rounds 5 & 6, continuing his extraordinary run 

of victories. Mok also made Porsche Carrera Cup 

Asia history as he finished third overall in Round 5, 

becoming the first ever non-professional racer in 

the series’ history to take an overall podium finish.

Though quick to acknowledge the increasing level 

of competition in each race, an ecstatic Mok said, 

Standings Overall
Place Car No. Driver Team Points

1 99 Christian MENZEL Team StarChase 98

2 32 Craig BAIRD Team PCS Racing 80

3 33 MOK Weng Sun Team PCS Racing 74

Standings Class B
1 33 MOK Weng Sun Team PCS Racing 122

2 21 Francis TJIA OpenRoad Racing Team 82

3 11 Ringo CHONG Team Kangshun 72

“I am absolutely delighted! I got a good start and 

was able to keep up with the professional racers 

for a while.” 

After six rounds, Menzel still leads the overall 

championship standings with a healthy margin of 

18 points from Team PCS Racing’s Craig Baird 

in second. Mok lies third, six points behind, and 

increases his lead at the top of Class B to 40 

points from Francis Tjia. Marchy Lee’s two victories 

put him fourth overall, while Team Jebsen’s Rodolfo 

Avila drops two places to sixth behind Sawa.

Read more about the PCCA as it continues over 

the September 24 – 26 weekend in support of the 

2010 Formula 1™ Singtel Singapore Grand Prix at 

the Marina Bay street circuit, in the next issue of 

Porsche News. n

 Blasting off the starting grid in Round 5

 Marchy Lee charging through to clinch his second victory of the 2010 Porsche 
Carrera Cup Asia season in Round 6

 The Class B winners celebrate after a gruelling race in Round 6. From L–R: runner-up Jeffrey Lee, winner Mok Weng Sun and 2nd runner-up Wayne Shen



sportscar by seamlessly merging form with function 

and performance. Additionally, both drivers and 

passengers can enjoy unparalleled comfort with the 

luxury of space with the new models.

As the lights dimmed, an Afro-Brazilian Capoeira 

dance was next on the agenda, much to the delight 

of the guests. Aptly illustrating the qualities of 

the all-new Porsche Cayenne, the performance 

demonstrated agility and strength through the 

combination of martial arts, music and dance.

And then it was time: guests were treated to a 

spectacular sight as the Cayenne models – the 

Cayenne S, Cayenne S Hybrid, Cayenne Diesel and 

Cayenne Turbo were revealed with a choreographed 

stunt driving performance by specially flown-in 

Porsche factory instructors. As the drivers raced 

onto the Porsche arena at high speeds, the 

audience was truly captivated. The Panamera and 

Panamera 4 then joined the lineup as part of the 

grand finale alongside the Cayenne models. 

Guests enjoyed the opportunity to get an up-close 

view of the cars and as the evening drew to a 

close, guests enjoyed a sumptuous buffet spread 

and took in the lively atmosphere. 

Porsche Centre Singapore unveils 
exciting new Cayenne model range 
and Panamera additions.

Cayenne Launch Singapore

On the evening of 28 June 2010, over 500 guests 

gathered on the expansive grounds of the Changi 

Exhibition Centre to witness the unveiling of 

the all new Cayenne model range and two new 

additions to the luxurious Panamera Gran Turismo 

family. Set against the backdrop of a picturesque 

seafront, the event garnered rave reviews from all 

who attended.

If the impressive turnout at the launch event was 

anything to go by, the new Cayenne model range 

looks poised to set new standards in the luxury 

SUV segment yet again, as it brings together far-

reaching innovations in technology with meticulous 

fine tuning and supreme refinements in design. 

The evening started out on a relaxed note as 

guests mingled over cocktails and canapés, before 

gradually being led to the Porsche Arena where 

the real program for the night was about to begin. 

Arriving in the new Panamera, Mr. Karsono Kwee, 

Executive Chairman of Stuttgart Auto, the official 

and only authorized Porsche importer in Singapore 

kick-started the evening by welcoming all guests 

with an opening speech.  

Next, Mr. Christer Ekberg, Managing Director 

of Porsche Asia Pacific presented the highlights 

of the new Cayenne and Panamera additions. 

Both the Cayenne and the Panamera epitomise 

Porsche’s philosophy of creating an everyday 

Porsche Centre Singapore is delighted to launch the 

new Cayenne S Hybrid – Porsche’s first ever hybrid 

drive vehicle, now made available to customers in 

Singapore. The Hybrid represents the start of a 

new era for Porsche, to create higher fuel efficiency 

for our cars, coupled with unrivalled sports 

performance, comfort and everyday practicality.

If you are keen to test-drive the latest Porsche 

models, please feel free to visit us at 23 Leng Kee 

Road or contact our customer relations officers at 

6472 4433 to arrange your test-drive today. n

* Subject to vehicle availability.

 An adrenaline charged evening: Porsche factory instructors with the Cayenne models after their stunt-driving performance

 Guests mingle and relax as they soak in the atmosphere
 Guests getting up-close with the cars



Porsche World Roadshow returns to thrill 
participants with an impressive fleet of 
Porsche cars.

Porsche World Roadshow – Singapore

More than 200 Porsche owners, fans and motoring 

enthusiasts were treated to an impressive Porsche 

experience at the Singapore leg of the Porsche 

World Roadshow (PWRS) held at the Changi 

Exhibition Centre from 29 June to 5 July 2010.

At this year’s PWRS, over 200 participants were 

among the first in Asia to try their hands on 

the all-new Cayenne model range, which was 

only launched in Singapore on 28 June 2010. 

Additionally, they also had the chance to experience 

the superlative performance and exceptional 

handling of the luxury Grand Turismo, the Porsche 

Panamera, which joined the PWRS fleet in 

Singapore for the first time.

Led by a team of professional Porsche factory 

instructors specially flown in from Germany, 

participants pushed their driving skills to the limits 

through a series of driving sections, including Road 

Tour, Slalom, Moose-test and Handling.

The PWRS is designed to give customers and 

potential owners the opportunity to experience 

firsthand the advanced technological features and 

world-class performance of Porsche’s legendary 

range of premium sports cars. 

Winning the hearts of motoring enthusiasts year 

after year, the 2010 PWRS was no exception, 

garnering rave reviews from all who attended. n

 The impressive 2010 PWRS fleet

 Participants were amongst the first in Asia to try their hands on the all-new Cayenne model range

Stay ahead of the crowd with the 
21” SportEdition Wheel.

As the ultimate connection between car and 

road, your choice of wheel and tyre is one of the 

most important considerations on any type of 

vehicle – even more so if your vehicle happens to 

be a Porsche. With that in mind, Porsche Centre 

Singapore is pleased to offer a special price on 

the Cayenne 21’’ SportEdition Wheel, designed for 

the 2nd generation Cayenne models.

With the Cayenne 21‘’ SportEdition Wheel, 

exclusivity and athleticism are seamlessly combined 

in a one-piece multi-spoke alloy wheel. Measuring 

10 inches in width at front and rear, it creates a 

large contact patch and therefore increases traction 

while reflecting the car’s powerful capability. The 

rear wheels have a concave design that visually 

enhances the already generous dimensions.

Offering exceptional traction and grip, with 

an unmistakable design – the Cayenne 21‘’ 

SportEdition Wheel is sure to make heads turn. 

Additionally, the package offers attractive savings 

to discerning Porsche owners who are constantly 

seeking the highest performance for their vehicles.

For enquiries and further information, please feel 

free to contact Porsche Centre Singapore –

Eurokars Centre at 6360 2847 or City Centre at 

6474 3252. Our friendly service advisors will be

pleased to assist you. n

Cayenne Tequipment Promotion

Model Retail price Promotion*

21-inch Cayenne 
SportEdition Wheels 
with summer tyres

$21,136 $14,888

*Please note that the offer price is exclusive of 7% GST. All 
maintenance packages, promotion items, boutique items, 
Porsche Visa Platinum Card offers, Birthday Privilege Vouchers, 
accident repairs, insurance claim jobs, spray painting jobs and 
tire replacements and lubricants are excluded from this offer. 
Only Porsche vehicles purchased from Porsche Centre Singapore 
will enjoy the above offer. Required wheel-arch extensions sold 
separately. Limited sets available. Offer while stocks last.



Expand your model car collection with the 
latest Cayenne & Panamera models.

Porsche Design Driver‘s Selection

[1] Cayenne 

Classic Silver Metallic. Black interior. Made of metal 

and plastic. 1:43 scale. 

WAP 020 002 0B 

[2] Cayenne Diesel

Dark Blue Metallic. Interior in Luxor Beige. Made of 

metal and plastic. 1:43 scale. 

WAP 020 003 0B 

[3] Cayenne S 

Sandy Yellow. Black interior. Made of metal and 

plastic. 1:43 scale. 

WAP 020 006 0B

[4] Cayenne S Hybrid 

Sand White. Interior in espresso. Made of metal and 

plastic. 1:43 scale. 

WAP 020 004 0B 

[5] Cayenne Turbo

Deep Black Metallic. Two-tone interior in Umber/

Cream. Made of metal and plastic 1:43 scale. 

WAP 020 005 0B

[1] Panamera Turbo 

Basalt Black Metallic. Interior in Luxor Beige. Made 

of metal and plastic. 1:18 scale. 

WAP 021 003 19

[2] Panamera 

Ruby Red Metallic. Two-tone interior in Marsala 

Red/Cream. Made of metal and plastic. 1:43 scale. 

WAP 020 001 19

[3] Panamera 4 

Topaz Brown Metallic. Two-tone interior in Cognac/

Cedar. Made of metal and plastic. 1:43 scale. 

WAP 020 003 19

Groundbreaking of the all new Porsche City 
Centre showroom.
The new Porsche City Centre showroom will be 

ready in 2012, providing customers with shorter 

waiting times, upgraded facilities and an all-

encompassing ownership experience. 

The new showroom will take up approximately

7,129 m2 in floor space and will comprise five 

storeys above-ground complete with car lifts, 

basement and rooftop parking for the convenience 

of all Porsche customers. 

With the wider range of Porsche models and 

increasing customer group, the new Porsche 

Centre will feature eight Porsche cars on display 

– two times bigger than the previous display area, 

delivering an exclusive Porsche experience from 

the moment customers walk in. 

Of course, the show must go on and with the 

redevelopment taking place, Porsche Centre 

Singapore will operate from its interim City Centre 

Showroom and aftersales facilities at 23 Leng Kee 

Road. Business will remain as usual at the other 

Porsche Centre at 12 Sungei Kadut Avenue. 

For more information or enquiries, please contact 

Porsche Centre Singapore at 6472 4433. n

New Porsche City Centre Showroom

Enjoy the latest model offerings from Porsche 

Design Driver’s Selection (PDDS), with highly 

detailed model reproductions designed to last.

To experience more, visit us at Porsche Centre 

Singapore, now located at 23 Leng Kee Road. n


